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Use Boolean Logic 
Boolean modifiers help you narrow or expand your keyword searches to help find results more closely 

related to the types of profiles you need to find. The modifiers that you can include in search strings are AND, 

OR, and NOT, quotes, and parentheses. You can build search strings in the Keywords, Title, Name, and 

Company fields. 

 

Quotes 

If you'd like to search for an exact phrase, enclose the 

phrase in quotation marks. The system searches for 

terms that appear in the order written within the 

quotes. You can use quotes to search for terms that 

include punctuation. Use quotation marks in addition 

to other modifiers.  

Examples include phrases in quotes, such as: 

 "business analyst"  
 "product manager"  
 "graphic designer"  

 

"project manager" 

 

Quotes specify a string of characters that should 
be searched for exactly as specified. 

  

AND 

The AND operator is generally used to join different 

kinds of concepts or different aspects of the search. If 

you'd like to search for profiles that include two terms, 

you can separate those terms using the uppercase 

word AND. 

If you enter two terms without AND, the system 

assumes there is an AND between them. This type of 

search essentially narrows your results to the 

intersection of the two terms. Every result must 

contain both terms.  

Examples include:  

 business analyst 
 business AND analyst 
 software engineer 
 software AND engineer 
 product manager 
 product AND manager 

project AND manager 

 

AND limits your results  

to the intersection of both terms. 

"project manager" 

project  manager  
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OR 

The OR modifier is generally used to join similar, 

equivalent, or synonymous concepts; in other words, 

different terms that mean the same thing. Use OR to 

broaden your search by connecting two or more 

synonyms. OR requires at least one of the terms 

joined by it to appear somewhere in the profile, in any 

order. Your search will return profiles containing one 

term, the other, or all terms. The more words you 

enter connected by OR, the more results you get. 

Examples include: 

 "business analyst" OR "systems analyst" 
 Helpdesk OR "help desk" OR "technical support"  

project OR manager 

 

OR expands your results  

to include either term or both terms. 

  

NOT 

If you would like to exclude a particular term from your 

search, type that term with an uppercase NOT 

immediately before it. Your search results exclude any 

profile that contains that term.  

Examples include:  

 "business analyst" NOT IT 
 NOT director 
 (Google OR Salesforce) NOT Apple  

project NOT manager 

 

NOT is used to exclude terms. The search  

returns results with the word project, but not manager. 

  

Parentheses 

If you’d like to run a complex search, you can 

combine terms and modifiers using parentheses. 

Parentheses require the terms and modifiers that 

occur inside them be searched first. Parentheses 

must be used to group terms joined by OR when there 

is any other Boolean operator in the search. This 

example finds both project managers and budgeting:  

 ("project manager" OR PM) AND budgeting 

 

("project manager" OR PM) AND budgeting 

 

The statement in parentheses, ("project manager" OR PM), 

is processed first. The results include one or both 

expressions of the job title. 

 

project  manager  

project  manager  

"project  

manager"  
PM  

budgeting  


